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LOGLINE: 

 

An eighteen-year-old girl takes to the Tracks of Hollywood Boulevard in search of her abducted sister who is 

rumored to be working for pimps only to end up becoming Hollywood's top Pimpboss.   

 

SYNOPSIS: 

 

Imagine being a 1970's circa pimp in today's underworld minus the flashy fur coats and oversized gold chains 

and upscale, posh apartments and replaced by big time pimps in Armani suits and Versace dresses 

accessorized by mad bling and operating out of multi-million-dollar mansions, high-end clubs, and lawless 

business fronts. 

 

Imagine that you're the Godfather, Michael Corleone; the mob boss, Tony Soprano; the drug dealing queen, 

Teresa Mendoza, and the competition wants a piece of your empire and they will do anything to see that they 

get it, even if it's putting a hit on you, only here it's about Pimpbosses being insulted and retaliating with the 

deadliest weapon in the world - sex. 

 

Imagine that your MC is a drop-dead-gorgeous-twentysomething-year-old-calico-blond-chain-smoking-

whiskey-drinking-Glock-toting-bad-ass-bitch-in-6” stilettos who goes by the pro-name “DiamonD” and who 

sets out – after a deception leaves her stranded – to build a sex empire beneath the glitz & glam of Hollywood 

with the help of hustlers, pimps and hos who are as equally deadly as she is. 

 

Imagine having two ex-musclers (muscle hustlers), an ex-Romeo Pimp turned ruffian, an ex-gangbanger 

turned Gorilla Pimp, one notoriously feared Bottom Bitch, two Pitbull-like Bottom Bitches, a carjacking 

mechanic, a twin-sleeved tattooed ex-con with cartel ties, an ex-globe trekker, an ex-lawyer, a thug and two 

baby hos for that “equally deadly” crew.  

 

Now imagine that while the sex business itself is dirty in DiamonD’s world it is everything but as the 

characters – not already driven to have a foothold in the business – are also determined to see that no rival 

does, and at any cost even if it means going to war with your own or going to war with the boss itself. 

 

From the touristy streets of Hollywood Boulevard to the bright lights of the Las Vegas Strip.  From the 

extravagant lifestyles of living to the dark and seedy underworld of slaving.  THE DiamonD is about one 

crime family trying to survive the threat of bullets, the political bullshit and the daily drama while operating 

in the oldest profession in the world. 


